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Housing complaints
rampant at S.U.
by Daniel Smith
It is no secret to dormitory residents that
Seattle University's three residence—halls
Bellarmine,Campion and Xavier are
expensive, as well as in need of repair and
renovation. Thatis apparentin the ever increasing bills students pay each quarter
and in the state of the rooms students live
in.
It presently costs $2046 per academic
year to live on campus in rooms often in
need of paintand repair. Aroomin anS.U.
dormitory is more costly than a room in
any other Puget Sound residence hall.
Many improvements need to be made to
the buildings themselves particularly the
heating systems.
Judy Sharp, S.U. Resident Services Director, said sheis expectingsome improvements in dormitory conditions during this
85-86 academic year. Many students however, feel the university does not consider
dorm improvements to be apriority.
"I think that Seattle University should
make their students want to live in the
dorms," said Pete Hauge, second year
Campion Hall Council President. "How is
the exorbitantprice of $700 aquarter justified whena student can live right off campus for less moneyand under better conditions?"
TheCampion president addedheis concerned by the fact that students from other
schools, sailors of the United States Navy
and other people not affiliated with the
university are sharing the residence halls
withS.U. students.
Hauge is living on a floor in Campion
where 46 percent of the residents are attending other local schools, including Seattle Central Community College, Cornish Institute, and the Art Institute of
Seattle.
Hauge believes that along with the condition of the residence halls, these factors
are decreasing the already low number of
S.U. students living in the dorms. This
iquarter only 18 percent of the university's

—

students areliving on campus
Cindi Rex, a freshman Campion resident, came to S.U. because it is a private
school.She discoveredhowever, thatit has
what seems like a public dormitory system. "If the school has to house students
from other schools it would be a goodidea
to put themon their own floor," she said.
Rexalso explained that students pay alot
of money to be in an intellectually stimulating environment which it is not with so
many students enrolled in other than academic courses.
"Wewouldlove to fill theresidence halls
with Seattle University students," explained Sharpe, "but we just don't have
enough students living on campus."
Sharpe alsoexplained that S.U. must accept students from surrounding institutions that do not have residence halls as
longas the university has the space to fill.
Kirsten Hickman, a sophomore Matteo
Ricci pre-med major said, "At Campion
we really don't have anything socially. I
think that might be because we're not all
S.U. students."
Also, when Hickman moved into her
Campion room she was not happy how it
was left. "It was awful," she said. "The
paint waspeeling off the walls andceiling
where the pipes had leaked. The person
who lived in our room last year painted a
bigblack star onthe ceiling."
Sharpe said however, that this year the
housing department was allotted an extra
$80,000 for repairs. Xavier, for instance,
is awaitingrepairs to its electrical system,
including grounding all thehall'selectrical
outlets, a hazard to students.
A Xavier resident, whoasked to remain
anonymous, said he became particularly
concernedabout dormcondition last year,
when it was 18 degrees outside "and the
heaters broke down. Complaints were
lodged, but nothing was done about it."
Suchlackofconsideration towards dorm
students on the part of housing administrators, he said, is very disturbing.

BRIAN ROONEY/THESPECTATOR

A Xavier resident prepares for a dreaded repeat of last year's
heating system malfunction.
Jeff Klotz, a resident assistant on fifth
floor Bellarmine says the dorms are overpriced and inpoor condition. However, he
believes they serveapurpose in the college
experience.
"The residence halls have been a definitepositive experience,especially for the
freshman, as a place to meet people,"
states Klotz.
A sophomore Xavier resident,Michelle
Stanley, chose Xavierbecause it is close to
the nursing building. Stanley does not believe the price is fair because of the state of
the facilities andthe lack ofprivacy.
"I think that the dorms are fine for the
first two yearsas aplace tomeet peoplebut
I'm not going to live here next year," she
said. Stanley said she is not returning because she will want and need more quiet

surroundings in her upper division
classes.

Students residing in the other local universities' residence halls seem to have
fewer complaints. According to students
whoreside in the dormitories at neighboring universities, their schools offer more
to keep their students happy and makes it
easier toreturn to the residence halls every
year.

District. U.W. offers seven residence hall.,

in a variety of sizesas wellas specialinterest floors for studentsinterested insome of f
llic same extracurricular activities.

The "extras" included in the price of
$1400 per academic year
include
weightrooms, craft workshops, darkrooms, aerobics classes, saunas and mod-. .istudy and television viewing
areas. All
are within the residence halls and open
only to students living on campus.
"The university always tries to improve," she says. "They really do listen."
Bratt is considering returning asanR.A.at
the U.W. nextyear.
Nancy Vandegaw,a freshman at Pacific
Lutheran University, is living on campus
because all students under 2 1-years-oldor
less than senior are required to live on
campus.

"The dorm is what Iexpected," she
said. "They offer lots ofintramurals, dorm
activities, retreats, movies, weekendtrips
and floor parties almost every week."
Vandegaw enjoys the atmosphere of her
residence hall and added, "Everyone's
willing to help each other all ofthe time."

Tour Residence Hall Dollar
In addition,, when compared lo S.U.s
prices, the five neighboring universities
uiarge

significantly lower amounts

dormitory rooms.

ici

Julie Bratt, a University of Washington

The Cost of Living in the Residence Halls
Of the Puget Sound Area

sophomore, finds that her Landers Hall
room is less expensive than the off campus
housing in the surrounding University

C
_,

The cost of living in a double room at
P.L.L'. is $1495 a year.
A tour yearS.U. residencehall student
whomaskedtoremainanonymous, saidhe
often finds it hard to believe he was able to
live in the dorms for so long. "Sometimes," he said, "I look around at this
place and think, 'How can Ilive in a place
"hat feelslike an internmentcamp!'"

"!L*
**
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ROTC to test for AIDS
by John Teehan

The Department ofDefense has climbed
aboard its ownboatin announcingplans to
have allarmed forces personnel tested for
the AIDS antibody,including the Reserve
Officer's Training Corps (ROTC) cadre
among college and university campuses.
AIDS, the acronym for Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, is a disorder
that cripples the body's disease-fighting
mechanisms.
Lt. Col. Warren T. Huckabay,professor
of military science at Seattle University,
thinks the decision to test cadets andmilitary instructors is a good one.
"If you get a potentiallydebilitating disease out there and if it happens to get into
the service it could be crippling," said
Huckabay. "Commanders can't afford
that."
He added that he has a "responsibility
for protecting the health and morale of
troops assignedto me."
In time of war those troops may need a
blood transfusion in the field of combat.
Huckabay said there would be concern
overthe spread of AIDS.
"There's always concern about blood
transfusions," said Huckabay, "irregardless of whether it's AIDS or any other
communicable disease."
Not so, said Mary Lou Dieffenbach,
managerof communityrelationsof thePuget Sound Blood Center. She said that in
any situation the "risk of getting AIDS
from a transfusion is one-in-one million.
"There should be very little concern
when you look at it as a life-saving measure."
The examinationis called the HTLV-111

blood test. —It screens for the presence of
antibodies substances produced
— by the
body to fightspecific organisms tosee if
a personhas been exposedto the AIDS virus.

Huckabay does not know how the test
will affect the ROTC but he does not discern apprehension among the cadets and
military instructors.
"Itis not a topic of discussion," he said.
"Idon'thave 102 peoplerunning tomy office asking me what is going to happen to
them.It's not an issue."
ROTC students normally put in two-tofour years of course work and drills plus
several weeks of field training, on top of
the regular universitycurriculum.
The military provides scholarships,
which may run two, three or four years.
Obligation to the military in the form of active duty varies,depending on the scholarship. A four-year scholarship, for instance, requires four years of military
service as a commissioned officer,usually

starting out a 2nd Lt.
Huckabayhas not "received any instruction on implementation"
concerning the start of testing. He also
does not know ifa student will lose his or
her military scholarship if tested positive
forthe AIDS antibody.
"I have not read anything official in
terms of any policy in that light," said
Huckabay. "It would be foolish of me to
answer that question without knowing"
the Department of Defense's policy.
The Department of Defense started testing all military personnel for theAIDS antibody, including ROTC people across
campuses, Oct. 1, said Alice Tilton, deputy chief of the public correspondence division at the Pentagonin Washington D.C.
The AIDS test is incorporated with the
physical examination, which is given

when a student applies forROTC and again
before becoming a commissioned officer.
Tillon said anyone found with the AIDS
antibody will not be allowed into ROTC.
Those already in ROTC whoactually con-

tact AIDS

Arts and Sciences (of which ROTC is a
subdivision), cannot believe all the

the American Civil Liberties Union

hoopla.
"Iamamazed that people are concerned
aboutit," said Pollick. "The test for AIDS

willbe honorably discharged.
The military's decision has irked a few
groups, namely the gay community and
(ACLU).

The gay community is concerned that
the examination is to purge the military of
gay people. Huckabay can understand
their uneasiness.
"I can understand why they can be concerned about testing because it's common
knowledge that homosexual behavior is
not authorizedor allowed in the military,"
said Huckabay.
The ACLU has no official position at
this point, but Jerry Sheehan, legislative
director of the Washington affiliate, said
"we do believe the testing is coercive."
Sheehan, who called the military law
code "draconian," said, "There are some
very, very serious questions that have not
been addressed about confidentiality and
stigmatization of the military'smove totest
for AIDS."
Dean Pollick, dean of the College of

is not any morerepugnant than the test for

hemorrhoids."
Barry Eben, director of the counseling

center at S.U.,believesdifferently.

"Tohave a positive result onanantibody

test wouldhave to be a frightening event in

a person's life," he said.

Because of the trauma that could occur,
the counseling center will be available to
anyone who testspositive forthe antibody,
said Eben.
When AIDS was first detectedin 1979
there was not much concern over an epidemic. Since then AIDS has become a
very serious medical issue as well as a social one. It is because of the health aspect
thatHuckabay andPollick support the testing.
"If we are concerned about people's
health Idon't have difficulty withit," said
Pollick.

Few students show interest in election
by DougSanders
It would be enough to discourage even
the most determined candidate. Last week

the Senate Candidates forum only a
handful of students seemed interested in
what the candidates had to say.
The event, held Nov. 5 at Tabard Inn,
was intended to give the candidates a
chance to introduce themselves andlet studentsask questions.
at

However, less than 10 students partici-

pated and very few of the other students in
Tabard were even listening.
On the other side of the microphone,
only two of the five candidates for senate
were present. Only one of the two candidates for judicial board was present.
iJiesent were Tom Emanuel, Tim Slamoe:m and Laura Marinoni.

Because the event was heldfrom noonto

Winston said, "Idon't think commuter
students get very involved in election just
because they feel removed." Trainor
agreed, and added, "I wasn't even aware
there was an election until Iheard the

event gave the wrong date. The wrong date

"I really don't know what's going
on campus and |don't care."

tions between the ASSU offices. "We
would have liked to do morepublicity for
the forum but the office is already
swamped, and with the work study cuts
this year, we just didn'thave the manpower
or the time," said Unfred.
Emanuel was upset at the other canidates for not showing up. "The audience we
had waspurely coincidental. But
" that's due
to the screw-up in the publicity. But Emanuel overlooked the small audience and
was glad he got the chance to express his
views on some of theissues.

12:30, the majority of the audience were

commuter students orgraduate students.

"Ireally don'tknow what's going on on
campus and Idon't care," commentedone
girl who lives off campus, who requested
she remain anonymous. She'was quick to
addthat it wasbecause shechose not toget

involved. Her friend, who also lives off
campus, does not think the school tries
very hard to get off campus students involved. She also spoke on the condition

she would not be identified.
Two other commuter students, Dana
Winston and Julie Trainor, just happened
tobe eating in Tabard during the speeches.

speeches." When asked if she thought
most of the people were listening, she said.

"1doubt it."

Thelack of response affected the candidates too. "Welcome to the world of student apathy!"commented LauraMarinoni
after the forum. She could tell no one was
listening. She partly attributed the unintercst to a lack of publicity.
In fact, all of the posters advertising the

was given to the ASSU publicity department and all the posterssaid the forum was

Wednesday, when actually it was held
Tuesday.
Patty Unfred, publicity director, attributed the mistake to a lack of communica-
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S.U. to upgrade computer systems
computer to communicate with others.

by Thertsak Sac Tung

Telecommunications is defined as the
science of communication at a distance. It
connects everybody together. The main
goal of telecommunications is to combine
data (computer), telephone,and videointo
an integrated system. Seattle University
wants a piece of thispie.
The Telecommunications Task Force at
S.U. felt that itneeded to improve and update their computer network. They recommended to S.U. to buy a Data Switch said
Paul Stewart, executive director for Computer Information Service (C.1.5.). The
intent of the Data Switch is to connect a
mainframe (a large computer with great
capacity) to mini and personal computers.
"Data Switch is a computer that controls
communication activities for the net-

work," said Stewart. Data Switch allows

everyone to have excess to the appropriate

Data Switch is very efficient and saves
time.For example,ifyou have to send a report to your employer and you don't have
time to go to the office and submit it, you
can send your report through the computer.

Stewart will send requests for proposals
within the next week to various vendors.
They will send in their bid and details of
their offers within 30 days. Stewart will
thenshop for thebestprice. He expects the
computer lines to cost between $100 to
$300 perline andheneeds 200 to300 lines
to link up the computer. Stewart expects
that the installation should be inoperation
by the beginning of the year.
S.U. is currentlyusing an old telephone
system: rotary dial whichis pulse technology as opposed to tone technology suchas
push button telephones. S.U.needs to take
advantage of new technology that iscoming out, saidStewart.

Right now, the school is using a fourwire system. It takes four wires to operate
a telephone. But the Task Force committee
had studied two two-wire systems which
they feel is abetter system. Itis moreeconomical. It can reduce cost in alongrange
of periods and it is extremely efficient,
said Stewart. The system is called Integrated SystemDigital Network (1.5.D.N.)
andis a product ofPacific Northwest Bell
(P.N.8.). The idea is not to remove the
four-wire system but to spilt the system
into two two-wire systems. It doubles the
capacity of the four-wire system. The idea
works onpaper but P.N.B. must test, evaluate the system and show a positive result
before S.U. willconsiderimplimenting it.
In video, the Telecommunications Task
Force suggested that another task force
study the concept of video more in depth.

The purpose is to develop the video masterplan andhow it fits with the S.U.s educational goals.

According to Chris Bingham, Director
of theInstructional Media Center, video is
a great facilitate forlearning. The students
retain the information much longer than
lessons fromblackboards.
According to an Eastern New Mexico
University study, the school reported that
"a well made film increases retention by
approximately 33 percent for as long as
one year after viewing." Videois anaid to
faculty members too.It isanexcellent supplement to the lessons that professors
teach.
Currently, videos called Telecourse
teach lessons to students whether they are
at home, or away. Some Telecourse video
tapes are available for viewing pleasure at
thel.M.C.
For example "Quest for Peace" is a
video that features speakers that discuss
reducing nuclear arms and world peace. If
any student is interested, contact Chris

Bingham, director of the I.M.C.

ASSU begins budget
by DougSanders

Negotiations will begin soon between
the ASSU President Dave Hankins, and
Vice President for Student Life Jeremy
Stringer, over the ASSU's budget for next
year. Stringer says budget guidelines for
the entire university willbe distributed in
the coming weeks. He does not expect the
budget tobe much different thanlast years.
As soon as Stringer receives those
guidelines, whicharebased on forecastsof
next years' revenues, mainly tuition, he
will sit down with the leaders of the various organizations which receive their
funding through student life.
These include all university sports,
campus ministry, the McGoldrick center,
resident student services, the office of student leadership andthe ASSU.
Togetherthey will form long rangeplans
and goals and set priorities. Based on this
and the budgets submitted by each organization, the money allocated to student life
will be distributed to all of the organizations.
Hankins was reluctant to talk about the
specifics of next year's budget request,
however, he does not expect the unviersity
todecrease ASSU's funding. Last year the
ASSU received$78,000 from student life,

according to Hankins.
The money that ASSU receives is then
divided between all of the clubs chartered
under the ASSU. Only organizations
which are chartered with the ASSU are
elegible to receive money.
All clubs on campus will be required to
prepare a budget for next year and submit
it to the ASSUbefore the endof April The

.

budget committtee is comprised of the
ASSU treasurer and president, the past
treasurer, astudent senator and a student at
largeappointed by the ASSU president.
The budget committee will review all of
the submitted budgets and make recommendations based on the following criteria:
1) Quarterly evaluations submitted to
the ASSU activities office. Reports must
include evaluations of planning, performanceand outcome of major events.
2) Attendance by club representatives at
organizational workshops sponsored by
the ASSU andthe office of studentleadership, including the Fall Orientation Fair,
designed to increase club visibility and
membership.
3) Clubs should demonstrate how their
events and activities provide teaching,
growing and preparing for service in the
S.U.tradition.
5) Allclubs shouldhaveanactive faculty
or staff advisor.
After meeting with the club representatives, the budget commmittee will send
recommendations to each group, along
withaninvitation toappeal the recommendation to the budget committee. The
budget committee will,if necessary, make
a second recommendation based on the
new information.
In mid-May, the budget committee will
meet with the senate and present the
budget for approval After allthe clubs and
organizations and the senate, the activities
board and general ASSU office accounts
have been approvedby the senate, the treasureris responsible for preparing the final
budget report.

.

Bio club enjoys outdoors
by Angie Babcock

River-rafting, whale watching and bird
watchingexcursionsfor the natureenthusiasts are some of the activities the Seattle
University Biology Club discussedin their
Nov.5 meeting. "I'mlooking forward to
meeting somenew students who share my
interest in biology," said John Schwab,
second year Matteo Ricci student and
member of the club. "It looks like there
are several exciting activities planned for
the year and Iam looking forward to getting involved."
The Biology Club was originated four
years ago by David Brubaker, the organizations advisor. According to Brubaker,
the club was formed to "get people outside
to appreciate nature." He felt that the department needed to have an organization,
such as the Biology Club, to "tie things together."
Some of the activities provided by the
:lub in the past included an annualbeach
walk and an eagle watching trip to a pre-

serve above Roseburg, Ore. One of the
purposes of the clubis to create interest in
the outdoors and to learnoutsidethe classroom while having fun, saidBrubaker.
Charles Gardner, a juniorbiology major
and president of the club, said one of the
main goals he has for the club is "to see a
lot more people in school get involvedand
meet other people in other departments."
The Biology Club is affiliated with their
sister honorary society, Tri-Beta. Tri-Beta
is a professional oriented club establishing
meetings around speakers and other educational activities.
Tri-Beta is the first ofitskindin the state
of Washington, saidBrubaker. Oneof their
goals for this yearis toopen up a reference
library within the department toencourage
undergraduate research.
Brubaker said that the club is open to
anyone on campus whois interested in the
outdoors, not simply biology majors. The
Biology Club meets every other Wednesday at noon in the Garrand building, room
_____
117.
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Parents can mix school and family
ence for her son, although she was skepti-

by LisaBanks
"My school is areal luxuryitem

... It

isa gift to myself," Elizabeth Smith said
Wednesday at the seminar, "When Mom
GoesBack to School." The seminar is part
of the r.e.w.i.n.d. series currently being
held at Seattle University.
Smith was oneof the women who shared
her experiencesas a mother and student.
"It's just to me sucha phenomenal event
to know things I've always wanted to
know," she said.
After working to help her husband
through medical school, Smith decided to
go back to school. "My lifestyle wasn't
quite what Idreamed it would be," she
said.
Smith had five children under the age of
12 when she started attending S.U. "I
couldn't do it," she said. "Of course, I
didn't realize then that you could hire
someone toclean and watchchildren
Idonow."
Smith said although there are stillon-goingproblems, they'renot insurmountable.
She feels lucky to have the support of her
family.
"I had no support of any kind," said
Mona Ahto, another mother attending
S.U. Ahto lived on a reservation where,
she said, the community was not supportive ofher going back to school.
Ahto returned to schoolbecause her job
as a curriculum specialist in a headstart
program for pre-schoolers required it. "I
was amazed that Icould do the workand
do the studies," she said.
"Both my children were excited that
mom was going back to school," Ahto
said. "But it sure interfered with the family." She is a single parent.
"Children have to learn to be dependent
upon themselves," sheadded.
Karen Poage, another mother and student, said that daycare wasa good experi-

cal at first.
"When Ihad him, Ithought Iwouldbe
Ozzy and Harriet and stay home with him
all the time," she said. "But Ihad things

put him
that Iwanted to dofor myself, soI
in daycare."
Poage discussed the need to "take care
make time for yourself.
of yourself
to
be
expect
Don't
able to do everything."

...

Many of the women had similar experiences of never having enough time and
never being able to relax. Some suggestions they offered to one another included:
don't try to bea "superwomen," andmake
time for yourself.

...

Professors discuss conference
by DanSmith

Seattle University's chapter of the
American Association of University Professors met todiscuss the state AAUP conference held in Ellensburg which two S.U.
professors attended.
James Hogan, associate professor of political science, and James Sawyer, associate professor of the Institute of Public
Service, talked about the topic of the state
conference, "Shared Governance: Participation in College and University Governance Through Effective Faculty Councils
or Senates."
The concern is by no means unique to
S.U. and is of interest to those professors

who wish toparticipate in some of the major decisions of the Universities Board of
Trustees.

Andrew Tadie, associate professor of
English and president of the S.U. chapter
of the AAUP,opened the meetingattended
by 20 S.U.professors.
Hogan described the conference as "a
very productive learning experience." He
stressedthe discussion of the "asymmetricalpower arrangement" apparent between
the faculty andadministration ofS.U.and
Washington's other colleges.
Some of the AAUP speakers believe a
university's faculty shouldhave a voice in
the major decisions of a school, such as the
approval of S.U.s faculty handbook, addi-

tions and deletions of courses and other
decisions that effect the university.
Jim Sawyer presented how the issues
presented at the conference would effect
S.U.
"Seattle University is acknowledged as
astate ofthe art managementleader," Sawyer explained. But that can be a problem.
The board of trustees is being filled by
downtown corporate leaders. The board
was once entirely Jesuit. Now itis only 30
percent Jesuit.
Sawyer continued by suggesting strong
deanscould createa "positive tension"between the faculty and administration.

William Guppy, professor of psychology, moderated a group discussion entertainingquestions from the floor.
Faculty members questioned how to
bridge the gap between faculty andadministration, which decisions should involve

faculty, and the advantages of a Board of
Trustees made up oflocalbusinessmen.
"The AAUPis the national organization

that has defined the principles of professional academic life," Tadie explained,
"Especially that ofacademic freedom."

Job success increased with career planning
by SanjaySippy

For the first time Career Planning and
Placement has addeda full-time receptionist at the front desk to assist students with
general information. Sally Hull, director
of Career Planning and Placement, said
the change is due to the difficulties students havehad with alternating work study
receptionists.
"Thereceptionist willalways be there",
said Hull, "and she is better informed
about everything the students need to
know, which isa major improvement."
Hull explained that there are three distinct areas in which they can assist the students in job finding and career planning.
The first area which they can help students
is career planning. Here the counselor
helps the students with options and career
information which lead students into
searching lor career areas.

The second area helps students look for
part-time jobs, through which they can
gain experience incertain areas whilegoing to school.The thirdarea is withgradu-

ating students who help with resumes, interviewing skills and job finding.
Counselors start with general areas and
move into the specifics. "We look at the
general areas in which the students want to
base their careers," saidHull "Welook at
all the options, career information and resumes. Then we go into whether the student wants to workin Seattle or elsewhere,
and from there we work on the final
touches." These final touches are the assets the students will use to sell themselves, said Hull.
"What qualities the students have that
will sell themselves in the market place
and canbe projected in their resumes and
interviews," she said.
Another way the counseling staff can

.

help is throughgraduated students. "There
are 200 (graduated students) who are volunteeringinformation sources," saidHull.
"The (graduated students) will give an
overview of the job area the student wants
toenter. In this way studentssee whatis out
there, obtain advice, and are able to get a
feel of the outside world." The graduated
students are part of a section of Career
Planning and Placement called "Project
ASK (AlumniSharingKnowledge)."
According to Hull,Career Planning and
Placement is essential for students. The
jobfinding success rateis increasedby going through the career planning process.
"Those who come and use our counseling
serviceshavebetterchances of findingemployment and doing something satisfying," saidHull.
Hull explained how the students go
through a transformation stage over the
counseling >riod. "We see the change

from astudent to a graduate." The students
get to see whatis out there, whatis realistic

and how to present oneself. The center
helps to prepare students for interviews
andresumes. Bydoing this, the counseling
center helps students obtain jobs.
Thecounseling center tries to look at the
strongpoints of the students, find out what
they enjoy and what excites them. "We
look for the 'button' we can pushandexcite
the students," said Hull.With the informationobtained the counselors try tolink students withinterviewers. They help the students know what the 'buyer' wants. They
also help the students prepare for interviews and they helpcreate applicable re-

sumes
The interviewers spend about half an
hour witheach interviewee and there are
about 15 to 16 a day. Last year there were
about 100 interviewers.
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Check policy
has changed
by Jeanette Culley

Seattle University has changed policy
for cashing student's checks.
The principle concern was for out of
town students whohad not elected to open
a local bank account, said Virginia Parks,
vice president of finance. "We've worked
out a deal withFirstInterstate, and they've
agreed to do the check cashing with StudentI.D.That's oneblock fromcampus so
it's convenientand it's a way ofresponding
to theneed to cash checks and the need to
reduce employees." Another solution
that's in the works is getting a "cash machine on campus. We're investigating a
few of those so you can use a variety of
credit cards," saidParks.
A staffcutback is occurring "because of
the decline in enrollment," said Parks,
"we had to make some adjustments this
summer to cover a 100 student decline we
had budgeted for (previously)." This enrollment shortage is not anything new to
the nations schools: S.U. is just "a little
later in experiencingit thanothers.It takes
a while to turn even a one year dip," said
Parks. "Wereduced a position in the Controller's office," said Parks. "In terms of
when you do cut services, yes,you feel it."
The present "substitute service(with First
InterstateBank)" is not the end ofthe road
as far as options go, said Parks.
"We don't put a policy in effect and
blindly follow it," added Parks. The duration of this present system is "depending
Ithink I'd
on how effective that is
rather look at the cash machine. That is
something you don't have to staff," said
Parks.

...
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Students will no longer be able to cash checks on campus due to staff cutbacks.

Soup kitchen depends on volunteers
by Raelene Sam

Once again Thanksgiving draws near,
and whatbetter way to give thanks than to
donate to the needyand less fortunate.
The Soup Kitchen, run by the Fremont
Public Association, is appealing for contributions for foodand labor to make their
Thanksgiving lunch an enjoyable and joyousoccasion.
Judy Kepes, Soup Kitchen coordinator,
said they need all the helpthey can get. "It
orme that's here," said Kepes.
maybeyou
"
People come to the Soup Kitchen for different reasons; some laid off jobs, some
can't afford to stretch bills, some don't
have time to prepare a good, nutritious
meal
whatever it is, the Soup

...

Kitchen is open to all.Lunch is free tor all
clients and anyone inneed of ameal is welcome." Lunch is served at the Soup
Kitchen every Wednesday.
The Soup Kitchen offers more than
soup. Although the menudepends on food

donations suppliedby food banks, surplus
food stores and bakeries, the volunteer
cooks always try to dish up a meal that is
well balanced, appealingand nutritious for
the 50 or more clients. Volunteer cooks
commit themselves to offering free hot
meals to clients whoarein need, and toestablish an atmosphere of fellowship, said
Kepes.

"Volunteers are herebecause they want
to be here. It gives them satisfaction in
helping someone in need," said Christine

Puckett, a volunteer cook.

TheSoup Kitchen is also aplace tointeractand socialize. Peoplestay afterlunch to
talk or to read the papers while having a
cup of coffee andcookies.
Kepes is aJesuit volunteer.She lives in a
community house with other volunteers
who help poor people get justice. For example, she advises and offers services to
people whocan't afford topay theirbills or
who have problems dealing with the bureaucracy. Her duties include asking people why welfare checks werenot received,
explaining unclear welfare regulations,
helping people work out landlord-tenant
problems and assisting people inreporting
income. As a welfare rights advocate,
Kepes said her goal is to educate welfare

Workshop held for clubs
by Steve Giuntoli

A Seattle University Club Fall Workshop willbeheld today from 3 to 5 p.m.in
the library auditorium. Sponsored by the
ASSU and office ofstudent leadership, the

workshop will bring all club leaders and
representatives together tomeet and learn
from one another. It will also cover the
fundingprocess, which is one major concern.
S.U.is makingan effort thisyear to support its clubs and organizations so they
will be more active. The clubs on campus
are made more effective and efficient
groups through the studentleadership and
ASSU offices.
Bill Grace and Tim Leary, director and
associate director of student leadership,
respectively, are involved in organizing
and advising S.U.s 55 clubs and helping
themworkcloser withASSU. Allclubs receive their funding from the ASSU in the
spring.
Grace and Leary are trying to develop a
high visibility forclubs on campus, working withclub leaders to develop skills ena-

bling them to build their clubs. They also
want to make club leadership an opportunity togain social skills.
Theyencourage clubs to interact, allowing students to learn and share from one
another. Finally, they are going to work
with the club advisers to improve theii
skills.
The Fall Street Fair was the first opportunity for the clubs tosell their programs to
the campus community. There has been a
resurgence of interest in becoming part of
clubs this year.
The important thing for the workshopsis
to get club leaders to be visible, to discuss
their issues and to help them find ways to
increase and maintain membership.
Plans include putting on a workshop
every quarter. Student leadership also
works withclubs on an individual basis to
help them through various operating procedures.
There are six clubs that have offices in
the Student Union building. Others are located within their academic departments
and conference rooms. All clubs meet
twiceamonth.

When students become interested in
forming clubs, the first thing to do is to
register with either the student leadership
or ASSU office. A criteria will be considered when aclub requests a budget allocation from the ASSU. Leary said that student leadership is a resource for assistance
toward solid organizations. "We have a
newcommitment to work withclubs and to

be responsive to their needs," he emphasized.

Alcohol
lecture
series
by Raelene Sam

An alcohol and drug awareness lecture
seriesbeingheld at Seattle University is an
intensive and continuing program designed to disseminate information on the
use and abuse ofalcohol and drugs
Recently a panel of S.U. graduates uiscussed intervention of alcoholism. Ac-

recipients to enable them to learn and get
through governmentred tape.
Since thereis a limitedchoice ofdonated
food, Kepes said the Soup Kitchen needs
food that symbolizes Thanksgiving; food
like turkeys and pumpkinpies.
Buzz Kline, a volunteer cook whose
wife worksin the general studies and biology department at Seattle University, said,
"If there wasa storyin the Spectator on the
Soup Kitchen wanting pies, we'll get all
the pies we need." Food donations and labor volunteers can make arrangements at
St. John's Lutheran Church, 5515 Phinny
N. in Seattle. For more information call
Judy Kepes at 632-1285 (work) or 382-0202 (home).

cording to James Royce, S.J.,this is when
"a person, usually a relative or friend,becomes involved with an alcoholic whose
life becomes disturbed becauseofalcoholism."
The graduates in the panel were Ginny
Gustafson, Joyce Sundin, and Jan Paul.
Gustafson said that people whohave experienced alcohol abuse know only the painful realitiesand do not see the joy ofrecovery. With intervention, there is hope
According to the panel, there is now a
new method called generic intervention.
The oldintervention method said that alcoholics could only recover when they hit
bottom, whenallof their resources hadrun

...

out

Generic intervention is a method
whereby family membersand the alleged
alcoholic seek help together. It has two
purposes: to helpthe chemicallyimpaired
person (those under the use of a mind-altering substance) and to free the family
members in their unhappiness caused by
alcohol abuse.
The lectures will beheld at 10:15 a.m.
onthe second andfourth Saturdays to Dec.
7., and on the first and third Saturdays
from Jan. 4 to May 17, 1986."
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Student tortured for
love of education

Part I, Chapter 11, Section 3, article 53:
"The right to education andculture is inherent to the human being; consequently,
its conservation,promotion and dissemiobligation
nation constitute a primordial
"
the
state.
the
andendof
—from ConstitutionofEl Salvador.
by JodiAnable

How many S.U students, faculty, administrators or staff members would risk torture,imprisonment or death for the sakeof
receiving, or helping others to receive,an
education?
Though he did not presume to ask that
question, those who listened last week to
the words of Salvadoran medical student
Rodolfo Rosales may not have ceased to
ask it of themselves.
Rosales, who is Vice President of the
General Association of Salvadoran University Students (AGEUS), discussed with
students and faculty (through an interpreter)the effects of politicalrepression on
the educational systemin El Salvador. His
appearances intheUnited States havebeen
sponsored by eight organizations, including The Community in Solidarity with the
PeopleofElSalvador (CISPES). The Coalition for Human Concern andL. John Topel, S.J., co-sponsored Rosales appearance at S.U.
Having been labeled a "subversive" by
the Duarte governmentinEl Salvador,imprisoned, tortured and put on an official
death list,Rosales saidthat even inlight of
possiblerepercussions, henonetheless believesit isimperative that he attempt to deliver his message to United States students
and educators.
"OnJune 26, 1980, military forces began to invade the campus (of the University of El Salvador)," Rosales said.
"Thirty-six students died and over 300
university people were captured. About
thirty of those were never seen again."
Rosalesoutlined the many waysinwhich
theDuarte governmenthas failed touphold
promises made in the Salvadoran constitutionand has attempted to destroy the university community.

Salaries of university workers, administrators and professors were cut off. Buildinings were bombed and ransacked
cluding a new clinic, which served the
university community and the poor of San
Salvador. Millions ofdollars worth of lab
equipment, administative equipment and
electrical generating equipment disappeared. And library books except those
that were very old or writtenin English
were taken, as well.
In addition, hundreds of people in the
university community were kidnapped,
tortured, imprisoned or killed. Among
those, said Rosales, was the president of
the university, who wasassasinated.
"You might ask why the university has
been constantly attacked," Rosales said.
"The answer is simple. The university has
become identified with the struggle of the
people."
Rosales said that the Duarte government
feels threatened by the demands of Salvadorancitizens becauseof the fear "that the
dominating classes in our country are going todisappear, inorder tomake wayfor a
more just distribution of the riches of our
country, which have formerly been concentratedina small groupof people, while
millionsof uslivein poverty."
"Thegovernment sees," Rosales added,
"that we are trying to improve our situation witheducation."
In an interview following his presentation, Rosales discussed his experience of
torture and imprisonment.
Having been labeled a "subversive" by
the Salvadoran government due to his
high-level involvement in campus groups
whichare concerned with the effectsof the
military and the governmentoneducation,
Rosales spent twoyears inprison.
Initially incarcerated in the Prison of
National Police for seven days, Rosales
said that politicalprisoners there wereroutinely tortured, both physically and psychologically.
"Iwas beaten," Rosales said, "and tied
and hung upside down from the ceiling. I
was held for four days in a small cage, so
that Ihad to remain crouched over, naked,
without any food and only a little water.

—
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Rodolfo Rosalesdescribes the repression experienced by the
university community in El Salvador.
They threatened throughout this time to
kill my family andcapturemy schoolcompanions."
Through Red Cross intervention, Rosales, who is a directing member of the
Salvadoran Red Cross, was moved to a
prison where torture is not practiced. He
was released two years later, again due to
Red Cross intervention. However,Rosales
name remains on a Salvadoran death list.
Two assasination attempts have already
been made onhislife.
When questioned about the greatrisk he
has taken in speaking so openly about the
situation in El Salvador, Rosales replied
that in spite of the risk, it is necessary he
"make a call to university students of the
U.S. to understand the situation ofcrisis
which higher education is suffering in our
country. They can keep in solidarity with
the struggle."
For example, people in the U.S. can
send letters to the Duartc government denouncing the militaristic stance against
higher education.North American univer-

sities can become "sister universities"
with the University of El Salvador. And
gifts of money, books and school equipment aregladly welcomed.
After his speaking engagements in the
United States are completed, Rosales plans
on returning to El Salvador to continue his
education and struggle to end educational
repression in his country.
"If the people of our country abandon
our resolution to defend our own rights,
the system ofsocial injustice wouldbeprolonged for a very long time. So we must
continue struggling to put a definitive end
to it."
Rosales added, "Our resolution to stay
inthe country inorder to defend
— the rights
ofthe peopleofElSalvador

the right to

and human rights in general
an
— iseducation
a patriotic resolution which surpasses
the fear that we feel. Because we believe
education is a right of all people, not a
privelege."

Device lets amputees put best foot forward
by Vonne Worth

TheSeattle Foot, anartificial foot,gives
lives.
"The Seattle Foot gave me the ability to
jumprope with my daughter comfortably,"
said Dee Malchow, nurse at the Harborview Medical Center Orthopedic Clinic.
Malchow lost her legin a boating accident
andhad not seen any real changes ofdevelopmentsinartificial limbs until the Seattle
Foot was developed.
Steve Brooke, Marketing Manager at
Model and Instrument Works Inc.
(MIWI), hasa picture of an amputee running while wearingaSeattle Foot.
"With the Seattle Foot, the amputee
doesn't get the jolt that other (artificial)
feet give," Brooke said.
Malchow said the old prosthetic feet
would "give under weight."
The Seattle Foot was designed by Dr.
Ernest M. Burgess,an Army doctor in the
SouthPacific during World WarIIwho did
many amputations. For his designBurgess
wasone of 12 winners ofthe first Presidential Awards for DesignExcellence.
In a recent issue of Rehabilitation Research and Development, Burgess wrote,
"Research is done only on profitable illLifestyle enhances mobility.
nesses
Transportation is super important." An
amputeereceives a "barrage of images that
beatsinupon the person whose mobility is
limited byphysicalimpairment."
"Prosthetics (artificial arms, legs, feet,
etc.) havebeenneglected for along time,"
said Brooke.
"They don't change until we have big
amputeesnew

.

wars andthen money goes intoprosthetics
for the war veterans," Malchow said.
"Fortunately, we don't have too many
wars."
"Changes came after money for Vietnamand World War II (veterans) signaled
improvements. In between times, we (amputees)are just not abigenoughnumber to
warrant a lot of government money," said
Malchow. "And this is understandable.
Research and improvements take a lot of
money." She said though it is understandable it is hard to accept.
MIWI documents show that Burgess receivedagovernment grantandhis original

research was done withVietnam veterans.
Boeing Technical Services and Lindh Engineering did more testing and development. MIWI completed the processby refining and manufacturing the Foot. In
September, the company began selling it
wholesale.
"It's a different kindof company," Don
Poggi said. "It's free andcreative." Poggi
saidhehad fun making the Foot.
More important,he said, "Youget a real
high when you have some amputee look
youin the eyeand say you've improved the

quality of his life wiin a piece of plastic
you'vejust bolted onhis leg."
Basically, MIWI took the prototype
Boeing Technical Services had designed
and searched for materials to make the
Foot cost less and weighless, Brooke said.
The first prototypes cost $1,000 each.
MIWI used materials that reduced the
wholesale cost to about $168,Brooke s?td.
MIWI found a Dupont plastic lo use for
the Foot. "This keel is like a
keelinside
a
diving board and gives spring," Brooke
said. 'It issurrounded by foam rubber and
is shapedlike a human foot,complete with
toenails and veins."

Some amputees can't wear the Foot.
Brooke said those who havea Syme's amputation, where the limb is cut off slightly
below the ankle, can't wear the Seattle
Foot. The amputation must be above the
ankle for a possible fit.
Malchow said the Seattle Foot is "anaddition to the good function you alreadyget
out of your limbs. If you have difficulty in
wearing alimb or being fit into alimb for
any reason this isn't necessarily going to
make that (problem of a fit) any better. It's

just going to enhance your activity level,
assuming that youhavea good solid activity level already."

....

"Ihad fully accepted that I'dnever get
my footback and to get a portion of itback
was just areal joy," Malchow said.

"SeattleFoot." an ins:f«e look
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SOAPBOX FORUM
Does ROTC Belong on S.U. Campus?
by Kip Loui

Noone could remember, really.
It had been some time ago.
Iaskedthe editor, "Chullaine,when was
the last time someone did an editorial
questioning ROTC on campus?" A
thoughtful pause ensued. Was it four, five
yearsago? Or was it longer? Iwas curious,
morethan anything.
But no oneknew. Which didn't surprise
me, to be honest. Issues such as the military being represented on a Catholic university smack of incense, mini-skirts,
paisley shirts and flowers, but as all of
these things seem to be making a comeback, perhaps then so should some of the
more serious questions posed 20 years
ago.
The problem of just what we should
think of ROTC isa timeless one, one that
transcends fads and fashion. These are the
'80's, not the '60's, and things have quieted down on campuses, much to the relief, no doubt, of administrators of public
institutions. Nonetheless, certain uncom-

fortable marriages of seemingly opposed
ideologies havecontinued to exist from the
'60's to the present. The relationship of a
Catholic, liberal arts education and the
ROTC program stilldeserves a very close
look.
ROTC is a training program for wouldbe soldiers,and soldiers are trained to kill.
That's their job, that's their primary function and it always has been. A soldier is
taught to solve problems in a very simple
and direct manner; he blows them to
pieces or riddles them with bullets. Conflicts are solved through military means.
Violence is the proper and accepted solution for the soldier; it is drilled into him
from day one. And this is where the tensionlies or should.Therelies a very unhealthy hushover boththe studentsand administrationof this university concerning
a position on these warriors and their
methods. A sort of stalemate and precarious compromise seems to have been
struck; we will not openly speakof ROTC,
we seem to say, but neither will we hinder
them or probe their philosophy. The ROTC

—

SAGA: Questioning
Food and Service
Quality

by Peter Lam

Iam disappointed with the Saga article
(Oct. 31). It was wimpy. Like Saga food,
the article was more swill than thrill.
There were at least 20 quotes from Lyle
Geels. That article was not investigative

journalism but merely a mouthpiece allowing Geels to alleviate a conscience one
can only hope is troubled.
The article didnoxfully addresstheissue
of nutrition. The food is oil-saturated, unbalanced infavor of cheap,filling carbohydrates and completely lacking alternatives
for vegetarians. Thereis virtually no fiber,
which is important in preventing cancer
and heart disease. Here is an example of
Saga's food servings: two greasy fatty
chunks ofanimal tissue soldunder the polite euphemism "sausage" cost 69 cents.
The vegetables on the salad bar are stale
and ridiculously overpriced; how can anybody charge 20 cents for an ounce of lettuce that sells for 69 cents a head (approximately 2 lbs.) in Safeway. To top it all, a
peanut butter sandwich is 99 cents when
one can buy a loaf of Wonder Bread for
$1.19.
Validine cards are not accepted during
the restricted hours supposedly to make

room for commuter students. But what
about the commuter students who havealreadyobtained Validine accounts? Do you
turn them away?Iwas. Shouldn't students,
have the freedom to use their money when

they wish?
The article also failed to mention that
Saga can literally take hundreds ofdollars
from students' Validine
— accountsat the end
of the school year just take it. If a student buys into Saga and finds he/she cannot stomach the food,he/she willbe forced
to clear his/her account by buying overpriced junk food (i.e. chips, pops, candy,
don't know what the "Jesuit Educaetc.). I
tional Tradition" calls this; back home it
was called "stealing." Why not absorb students' surplus dollars into their Validine
accounts for the following year?
The article's argument calling Saga's
prices "competitive" is limp. According
to the graph, Saga'sprices arecompetitive
with other Saga establishments and not
with the fast foodchains. Furthermore, the
graph implies that students should buy
cheeseburgers from McDonald's. Besides, I
am sure the article couldhavecompared the prices with Dick's, BurgerKing
and Wendy's, rather than just Monterey
Jack's and McDonald's. The graph also
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program operates merrily alongside the
everyday workings of a Catholic education,and nobody seems to notice theunion
of these strange bedfellows. The union,
rather, has become the Accepted nprm,the
status quo.
The hush is too quiet. It is time again to
speak. Are we, as a Catholic university,
condoning violence as a legitimate solution to conflicts, allowing ROTC to represent itself and the armed forces here on
campus? Are we, in effect, accepting a
military solution to world problems by giving building space and even encouragement to those who train daily in order to
learnthe best methods to kill, to maim, to
render powerless through martial
strength?
Catholic theology, not to mention the
teachings of Christ, both speak strongly
against violence as a means to achieve
peace. How then shall we justify our own
current stance,or lack ofone? Surely it is
not the faultofROTCthat they are withus.
There are no records of them storming
Campion Tower, demanding respect and

their own dwelling place. No, the- blame
lies with us, the students and the administrators. ROTC remains on our campus
with our blessing. The responsiblity is
ours. What we as the current residents of
this university must ask ourselves, is why,
why is ROTC here? Why is their building
on our campus? What do the armed services and a Catholic, liberal arts education
have to do with one another? Is there some
kindof contradiction going onhere? These
aresimply thebasic questions thatstudents
of this university should ask regarding this
issue.
This is a subject of deepcomplexity.Itis
not one to besolvedlightly or overnight. It
is a matter of great argument andone that
should be again be brought forth into the
open, where students and administrators
alike can choose for themselves.
ROTC is here, right now, right next door
and they likeit there. But why? We need to
know.

gives me the impression that Geels could
be competing with other Saga outlets for
bigger profit. Geels justifies his higher
pricesby citing costs incurred in students'
theft of trays and silverware; by his weird
ethics, innocent students have to pay for
the kleptomania of their peers. Yet
scarcely a breath later, he says that Saga's
payment system went from a flat rate to an
expensive a la carte because light eaters
were subsidising heavy eaters. We have
—

Ronald Reagan and U.S.S.R. Communist
Party General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev will meet in Geneva, Switzerland, to
discuss disarmament. This meeting could
halt the drift toward world war; a war
which almost certainly would kill us all,
Seattle University students included.
The Halloween Spectator mentions neither the meeting nor the S.U. campus
struggle to prevent World War 111.
Scottish philosopher David Hume's
1748 "An Enquiry Concerning Human
Understanding" ends, "If we take in our
let us ask, Does it
hand any volume
contain any abstract reasoningconcerning
quantity or number?'" No. '"Doesit contain any experimental reasoning concerning matter of fact and existence?'" No.
Commit it then to the flames for itcan contain nothing but sophistry and illusion.
Of today's newspaper, let us ask, "Does
it'slatestissue show its editorsareaware of
the verygrave dangerof war now threateninghumanity?" No.
"Does it editorially and inits articles try
to reduce that danger?" No. Then, as a
wit-waggered Wednesday said, "Read it
just before bedtime so you will have nothing on your mind."
Editor O'Reilly also noted, "There are
no traditions that cannot be questioned,"
except hewould probably agree,the tradition of questioning tradition, so the Spectator may soon periodically publicize any
peace activities.
Sincerely,
Richard Jones

philosophy courses to pass here, Lyle
helpus out.
Finally, Iwouldlike to repeat that Saga

or Geels can make legitimate excuses on
increasingprices and the cost of irrespon— but
sible students within the system
does that make it right for the higher
prices, the lower quality, as well as the
quantity of foodand services?
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Laughing at sex

Jack Marion spices up the ComedyUnderground
by Nancy Lewis

There wereno paramedicsstandingby at
the ComedyUndergroundlast week ready
to carry off anyone overcome withhysterical laughter. But it might havebeen a good
idea to have them there just in case.
The comedy sex therapist Jack Marion
was back at the Underground, terrorizing
funny bones withhis routine on sex, pregnancy, sex, physical and anatomical oddities, sex, gays, kids and sex. Oh, yeah, he
mentioned sex once or twice during the
evening as well
Ifyou weren't fortunate enough to catch
his act Nov. 6 through 10, head for the
nearest dark corner and bangyourhead on
the wall; you really missed out. Jack Marion is akillingly funny man.
Our first glimpse of him is when he
minces onto the stage like a stereotypical
homosexual and lisps "Do you think I'm
too macho?"
He then launches into his impersonation
of a gay boxer,looking like alittle old lady
fighting off abee withabroomhandle.
Marion's been doingcomedy for over 11
years. It shows. His timing is excellent,
and his quick delivery keeps you picking
yourself up off the floor. He makes some
accurate observations about the differences between menand women.
Women, he said, look in a mirror and
magnify what they see:
"Jack,I'm so fat!"
"Honey, what, do you put on blue and
gain weight?"
A man, according to Marion, looks at
the same mirror and minimizes what he
sees. Marion cites his friend the bodybuilder. "He's six foot eight or nine, and

.

weighs about three hundred pounds. He
says 'look, Jack, my arms are so small.' I
say 'Bob, ifthey werehollow Icouldcrawl
through them! We could camp out in your

shirt!'"
Offstage,Marion saidhedoes notlike to
be the center ofattention. Though hecould
always make people laugh as a kid,he was
never the class clown.
He leads a rather quiet life in Newport
Beach, Calif. He enjoys hanging around
the house feeding his cat. Unfortunately,
he does not have much time for that since
he is on the road somuch. He travels 30
40 weeks out of everyyear. Now that he is

doing headline acts, heisable to cut down
abit.He
he works two or three jobs a
— said
that translates into four to six
month
workingdays.
"Beingon the road sucks," Marion said.
"Living out of a suitcase all the time
it's no fun." Though he does have friends
ineverycity he works, it can anddoes get a
bit lonely.
Why comedy? "I'm toolazy for a regular job," he laughs. Comedy is natural for
him, since he has always been at ease
speaking infront ofpeople. "Icould speak
infront of everyone on the earth.I'm notat
all self-conscious," Marion said.
But that does notmean he broadcasts his
profession to everyone who may or may
not be interested to know. "I know some
comics," he said, "who don't care if people know what they do. Me, Ialwayslie. I
tell people I'm a gardner." Onecan imagine the disadvantages of having people
know you are acomic. "People expectyou
to walk around with a lampshade on your
heador something," Marion said.Hisroutine is a bit,ah, risque. What about his
mom? He laughs. "She's seen mea couple
of times.She's notrealenthusedabout it
she thinks it's a little bit dirty. But my father thinks it's wonderful."
Marion said the only timehe has really
felt intimidated onstage was when his
mother was there. "My mom irons. She
doesn't really know stuff about the world.
It freaks her out."
It is easy to see why Jack Marion is so
good at making people laugh. He is a
pleasant man with aneasy laugh and amellow outlook on life.He loves whathe does
and has a good time onstage. He does not
let hecklers ruin that good time, either. "I
know some comics can't deal with that

...

(hecklers). They get furious, and storm
offstage," He said. "I dWt want to give
myself an ulcer.I
like my job."

The night Isaw Marion, there were
somehecklers inthe audience. He ignored
them. When they got too obnoxious the
rest of the audience got mad at them ("I
didn't pay tocome here to hear you!") and
Marion's problem was over. "Iusually let
(hecklers)hang themselves," he explained
after the show. "If they keepbeing an (expletive deleted), I'll just level them, and
the audience isbehind me."
There are some people who come to

As cold weather sets in, it's alwaysnice

to have something good and hot to eat.

Old Fashioned Beef Stew

1 pound ofbeef (cubed)
2 cupshot water
1cupdiced carrots
1cupdiced potatoes
1/4 medium onion (minced)
1 cupdiced celery
2 teaspoonsinstantbeef broth
1tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
1/4 teaspoon celery salt

Before continuing with this week's

my readers. Are my recipes helpingyou at
all and what wouldyou like to seechanged
(anything or everything)? Please direct
your answers to me at the Spectator office.

Political kidnapping is a theme dealt with by the S.U.drama
department in their fall production "The Hostage." The play opened

J

k/esterdav and runs through Nov. 13

-Seattle Scene

Expense, hustle, danger,
noise 'existential pleasures'
|"My country, 'tis of thee.
Sweet land ofliberty,
Ot thee Ising;

—Samuel Francis Smith,
America (1831)
by Lance R.Tormey

Theodore Roszak, apopular writer and
critic of the scientific community once
wrote:

Resident chef whips up
the warm and hearty

column, Iwould like to ask a question of

...

—

Lunch withLaurinda

by Laurinda Clark

pie screaming 'where's the band?' Sometimes Ifind myself just recitingmy act. I
have no choice." If given a choice, he'd
rather not do concerts at all.
It wouldbe a pity to hearhimin any lessthan-desirable circumstances since heis so
enjoyable to watch. "I'm lucky to have a
jobIlike,"he said. "It's acreative job,and
really have noboss. If they stoplaughing
I
at me, I'llhave to get aregular job."

comedy clubs just to try and mess up the
comic. Thatismost annoyingto the person
onstage: "It screws up your timing, andif
they say something loud it steals the focus
lines that should get a goodlaugh just
get a smattering of a laugh," said Marion.
In the past Marion has opened for bands
such as Marshall Tucker, Pink Floyd, Toto
andothers. He said a concert is one of the
worst jobs for a comedian. "There's peo-

1/4 teaspoonpepper
1/4 teaspoonbasil
1/4 teaspoonmarjoram
1bayleaf
In a large saucepan, brown the meat in
one tablespoon of oil, along with the onions. Add water, vegetables and seasonings. Simmer on medium heat foronehour
or until vegetables are tender. Serves four.
An alternative to this recipe is: after
browning the meat and onions, transfer the
ingredients to a crock pot. Add the remaining ingredientsandcook on low setting for
about eight hoursor onhighsetting for five
to sixhours.
This recipe is good with fresh bread,
cornbread and salad.

"What do cities mean to most people
now living in them? Crime, dirt, congestion, expense, hustle, danger, noise, aggravation, high blood pressure, unwanted
violations of privacy in themidst of terrifying isolation, trouble, trouble, trouble."
What Roszak ignores is that a majority of
city people love the expense, congestion
and hustle. People regard theseinconveniences as the "existential pleasures" oflivingin the bigcity.
DINNER:Every college student should
know about the TheOld Spaghetti Factory
located near Seattle's Elliott Bay, in the
Old Alaska Dock area. The Old Spaghetti
Factory offers a 28-foot bar, authentic antiquesand beveledglasspanes in the entryway that were designed by Frank Lloyd
Wright. Thespaghetti is tasty, nottoo spicy
and always very inexpensive.Each dinner
includes a green salad, sourdough bread
served with mouth watering garlic butter,
coffee, tea or milkand Spumoni icecream
for dessert. The food is filling so be prepared to EAT. Open Monday through
Thursday 5 to 10 p.m, Friday and Saturday
5 to 11 p.m. and Sunday 4 to 10 p.m. Average costis $10 for two. Creditcardsare not
accepted.

main mystified. His diet since 1966has included seven bicycles, a supermarket cart
(in fourand ahalf days), seven TV setsand
a low-calorie Cessna light aircraft, which
he ate in Caracas, Venezuela.

DIFFERENT:For anoutstanding visual
experience visit The Pacific Science CenterLaserium. Laser lightis choreographed
to the sound of contemporary rock music.
Currently thePacificScience Center Laseriumis showing"Laserfloyd Dark Side
—
of the Moon." The entire "Pink Floyd
Dark Side Of The Moon" album is set to
fantastic laser imagery. Showtimes areFriday and Saturday 7, 9 and 10:30 p.m. and
Tuesday through Thursday at 8 p.m. If
your musical laste is m6reinclined towards
a mixture of Beethoven and Springsteen
the Laserium offers a Saturday andSunday
matineecalled "laserdreams." Showtimes
for the Saturday and Sunday matinees are
2, 3 and 4p.m.
The Friday and Saturday midnight
showings are the best, but space and show
WOWrThe Guinnessbook of WorldRe- dates are limited. Call ThePacific Science
cords reports the greatest onmnivore is Center Laserium information line for
Michel Lotito of Grenoble, France, who show times and dates. Ticket cost for all
has beeneatingmetalandglass since 1959. shows is $4.50 for adults and $3 for kids
Doctors have X-rayedhis stomach andre- and seniors.

—
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Jesuit priest willing to voice
just as well. But that comes with the terri-

by Michael Sommer

tory.

When the history of socially progressive
American religious leaders is written, at
least three priests are likely to beincluded:
Dan and Phil Berrigan for their civil disobedience, andRobert Drinan, S.J.,priest
and politician, for his prodding of establishment morality. More thana few Catholics find all three disturbing,possibly even
dangerous. Thatis the whole point. They
are classically heretical
Not coincidentally, Dan Berrigan and
Drinan are friends. Berrigan is simply
more radical. Both have the courage of
their convictions. They have often been
light years ahead of their faiths and superiors on many of the critical moral issues of
their times. They are quite willing to take
on both convention and, if need be, their
ownChurch. And,theyare profoundly and
forcefully brilliant, capable of embarrassing our consciences in the flash of aneye.
Drinan, serving as a Democrat from
Massachusetts in theU.S.House of Repre-'
sentatives from 1971 to 1981, was the first
Congressman to call for the impeachment
ofRichard Nixon. After a decadeofdistinguished service in the House, Rome ordered him to resign. Now a professor of
law at Georgetown University, he is a
former President of Americans for Demo:ratio Action, aninfluential member of the
National Governing Board of Common
[Tause, a friend and confident of the politically influential, and the author of many
wakening books, among the most recent
"Beyond the Nuclear Freeze," and "God
md Caesar on the Potomac."
One ishardput to find an abler political
eader. Most importantly, this one isalsoa
driest. And that insures controversy
Fanned by the capacity of men such as
Drinan tobe outrageousand, occasionally,
askedhim ifone of Ameriwrong.When I
ca's best-selling andcontroversial authors,
fellow priest Andrew Greeley, should
* *
* be

To spend the better part of a day with
him,as Ididdue week,islike taking inventory of the crises of our times with a remarkable man, albeit still a politician,
who, as the years go on, turns out to beincreasingly right. Pick most any pressing
social issue, topped off by the nuclear arms
race and human rights and wants, and
Drinan is uncomfortably on target. But as
he must know in the frustration of his
heart, parents may well not listen. Their
children, to be sure, may pour over
Drinan's words in future textbooks when
he is gone, and they may wonder at their
parent's and humanity's incapacity to realize the painful truth and take constructive
andimmediate action.
In Seattle this summer to remind the
world that a nuclear holocaust is no more
than a button's reach away 40 years after
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Drinan spoke
often to media and small groups, really to
whomever he could reach, to gainpolitical
converts and, principally, to warn his fellow Americans and the world of foreseeablebut avoidable nuclear disaster.
Oftenhe could barely contain his emotions about Ronald Reagan. When we
spoke of my interviews with the President,
Drinan exclaimed, "You say he's a decent
and honorable man. Idon't know about
that.He's neverbeen church-going.Idon't
see any religious values. Idon't know of
any decent or moral values that he's been
trying to enunciate for us. Ithink he's
preaching a hatredof the Soviets, hatredin
a highposition. Idon't think he cares very
much about the poor or the disadvantaged.
People don'tbelieve all the right wing nonsenseofhis,they justdon't.It's just kindof
happenstance that he's there." Like priestpoliticians through the ages, Drinan is
quick to raise temperatures.
While he disdains Reagan,he likes and
respects Jimmy Carter and the feeling is
reciprocated. Carter calls Drinan "one of

.
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Robert Drinan, S.J., of Georgetown University, was in Seattle
recently to gain political support for his views against nuclear war.
Drinan remarked, "Idon't know what the
hell he stands for. Sexy novels?" Thus,
Drinan, in good conscience to be sure,
cannot bring himself to the view that possibly Greeley's "sexy novels," selling like
hot cakes, may weJl be liberating millions
of Catholic women, in feet women of all
faiths, from sexual and psychiatric problems.
But then, we ask perfection of our best

and brightest, andDrinan too often fills the
bill. Oneof our many tragedies as humans
is that we bemoan our lack of great leaders,but do not have the presenceto see that
they may alreadybe withus. Worse, and at

ourmortalperil, once found, wedo not ad-

equately listen to them.
Sure,Drinan has anoccasional proclivity for usinga vocal shotgunon theopposition when a simple rifle aside would do
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ice controversial views
the most prominent Jesuit leaders in the
history of the Catholic Church, a humanitarian,a thinker." Drinanbelieves Carter's
recordon human rights is morally and politically outstanding: '"fake South Africa.
Jimmy and (U.N. Ambassador) Andy
Youngdid alot to help.Reagan hasno sensitivities for this at all. Thisbusiness ofeconomic sanctions not working, well, sure,
they are tricky, but that's a cop out. If
Reagan were serious about 'constructive
engagement,' he'd be talking out the options with those people." And on Nicaragua, again kudos for Carter: "If Jimmy
had been re-elected, we would have
brought that country along with a moderate, semi-socialist government."
Drinan's piercingeyes penetrate his listeners' souls when he talksabout a nuclear
Armageddon,not as an unthinkable ordistant possibility, but as verylikely "if people remain asleep at the switch. The time
hascome to blame ourselves."
And, of course, he is right. "We have
30,000 nuclear bombs, yet we make another threeevery day, 1 ,300new ones each
year. We said we needed to drop two
atomic bombs on Japan in World War II.
Theevidence is disputed. Eisenhower said
'no,' WarSecretaryStimson said 'no,' Truman said 'yes.' And there weren't a hundredor so thousand casualties. There were
400,000 total dead, not including the living dead. The textbooks fuzzed it up. If
San Francisco were nuked, 300,000 Wv,uld
die andthe city would have to be sealed off
forever. It wouldbe so radioactive,nobody
couldgo back. TheU.S. and the U.S.S.R.
are like two men in a cage surrounded by
gasoline.Onehas 13 matchesand the other
12. Are we safer with 13? We are in bondage, so is the other side."
Thus, said Drinan, Americaand Russia
walk hand in hand toward human extinction, each believingthe stereotypesabout
the other. "Sure, Afghanistan is bad. But

with analternative. I'm afraid we haven't
done that very well," helaments.
He both faults and praises his fellow
Americans, finding them remarkable, yet
lazyand ignorant. "Where are the people,
where are the people?" he asks over and
over. Then in the next breath, "It's very
curious that we're moral and self-indulgentat the same time. Thereare a series of
ambiguities in the American character. I
think about it all the time. Right now, it's
unfathomable. Isuspect what causes it is
the wealth of power, the selfishness, the
addiction to material things, and false values. It'sa very, very strangetime."
The Moral Majority does not escape his
barbs: "The reason they have such an appeal is that they have certainties. Everything is nice and clear. It's for simpleminded people whosay it's great."
Hestillseems painedby the pope's order
which forced him toresign from Congress,
from direct legislative, but not political,
influence. "The Holy See has a right to
send you anyplace they want to. They gave
me permission to goto Congress, and they
took back permission. Ididn't have any divine mandate. They simply changed canon
law to say, henceforth, they do no want
priests or nuns with a government position. We arenotto serve the state, they are
somehow separated. Iam not keen on that
philosophy,but when my superior callsme

and says, 'We better go along with the
Holy See,' am Isupposed to say, 'the hell
with you?' That's justnot in my bones."
He obviously sees his duty to Christ as
political, but disclaims, "Ican't argue that
Jesus wasa politician." Then he adds, "We
have 960,000nuns,413,000priests, nearly
a fifth of the world is Catholic. We could
be a global force and could transform the
world.Let our children say we did. But it
will depend upon what each of us does,
each ofus."
In a world already burdened with 4 billionpeople andabout to be weighteddown
by 2 billion more in the next 14 years,
Drinan expects America to act, quickly,
decisively,and morally on urgentagendas.
"America has a fantastic systemdespite its
problems. We had the civil rights revolution, the environmental revolution, we impeached a president. But, like Norman
Cousins said, 'if there are 100 people in
our global village, five are Ugly Americans.' And more than half of those don't
know thenames of their representatives to
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force that will move anywhere we show
weakness? Idon't buy that. Are they the
new Nazis? They can hardly run their own
country, they're so inefficient. We employ
historically satisfying stereotypesand continually repeat them. It's the duty of the
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on the whole, the Soviets haven't managed
very wellanywhere. They're notattractive
to the world. They have zero influence on
Latin American and littleinAfrica. Soare
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Congress and don't care.The middleclass
doesn't givea damn. The schools don't do
very well by them in political education
andthe kids' parents are not political. And
the members of Congress like it that way,
frankly."
"The middle class is getting along.
They'remaking $30,000peryear. So they
say, 'I don't care
" if we have a deficit of
$200 billion.' Hereflects a moment and
adds, "I don't know if there's presently a
better thinking pattern in other countries
either."
And whatifAmerica continues inindifference, apathy, indulgence, laziness
epithets Americans are sure to resent, or
worse, blithely ignore? Robert Drinan
quotes Alexander Pope:
"Vice is a monster of so frightful mien,
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Faculty Senate voices concerns
by Shelly Griffin

Hogan also said there had been anear-

A major concernof the faculty senate at
their Nov. 5 meeting was the new draft of

the faculty hankbook. The four member
executive committee of the faculty senate
whomet withWilliam J. Sullivan,S.J.,Seattle University president, presentedinformation from that meetingtb the other senators. The handbook, scheduled to be
completed in early December, raised questions because of several unresolved
clauses. The Jesuit ethos clause deals with
a spiritual commitment on the part of
teachers to educate the whole person. "It
is more ofanattitude thana set ofrequirements," said Faculty Senator Patricia
Weenolsen. "He (Sullivan) didn't mean it
as a religious test."
Weenolsen cited page fourof the faculty
handbook asanarea ofdifficulty in the Jesuit ethos clause. It states that there must
be "a recognition of the religious dimension in human life as fundamental to the
identity of the Jesuit university
with
the knowledge of or respect for Catholic.religious andcultural commission. Therefore, each member of the faculty must
show respect for the religious dimensions
ofhuman life."
Faculty Senator Andrew Tadie felt that
Sullivan should describe more precisely
what behaviors of respect would be rewarded and include that definition in the
handbook.
Another point of concern the faculty
senate has is the locationof the Jesuitethos
clause within the handbook. James Hogan, faculty senate president, said he
sensed that Sullivan was committed to
keeping the Jesuit ethos clause pan of the
general criteria for promotion and tenure
by incorporating it into rank and tenure

...

matters.

The clause "might contribute to your
movement up inrankbut will neveract as a
barrieror screening device," Hogan said.

lierrecommendation by the senate to move
the clause to the preamble or remove it
from thehandbook until dialogue clarified
its meaning. The present placement of the
Jesuit ethos clause with rank and tenure
causes concern among some faculty, Hogan said, because the influence of the
clause onrank and tenure is not clear.
"Some of us feel itis extaordinarily difficult to operationalize that phrase," said
Hogan.
Sullivan spoke of section 10 of the handbook, the termination inseverance clause,
"fairly generalized and not specific," said
Hogan. "I just don't think he (Sullivan)
has reviewed section 10 for awhile."
"As the university begins to move more
along new program development lines,"
Hogan said, "if we find out that it (a new
program) doesn't meet the needs of the
marketout there Ithink the administration
wants to bail out
and not get tied in
term
tenure
contracts."
long
with
"It's necessary to have flexibility," Senator John Toutonghi said. "I think we
missed the boat on not writing section 10
ourselves in a way that leaves more flexibility in the defenition and use of tenure
If you hire a $50,000a year computer
expert, do you really want to tenure that
person?"
Toutonghi thinks there are two faculties
who may need to be tenured differently:
the market place,professional faculty and
the traditionalunderpaid,overworked faculty making teaching their vocation.
These two faculties are creating an urban university,"a mix oftraditional liberal
arts education with the forward thinking
professional, city centered types ofeducational experiences," Tadie said.
Weenolsen said, "We have to be sensitive to the response of the marketplace."
The other clauses Sullivan discussed
with the executive committee were the
consulting clause and the grievance
clause. Hogan said, "He (Sullivan) provided us with a base of understanding so
that wecould kind of sense where he was
coming from in relation to his position on
consultation."

.. .

...

.

The grievance clause is a set of procedures for handling faculty complaints on
service conditions and academic freedom.
Hogan said that heis not certain what remains an issue with that clause because
timeran out on the meeting withSullivan.
The faculty senate will make a formal
statement to the board of trustees on Dec.
13. If the senate receives the new handbook draft before then, theexecutive committee will present its collective statement
on thehandbook. To insure sufficient time
to read the revisions, the senate passed a
motion for the senators to receive copies
by Nov. 25.
Senator Jeannette Hulburt, representativeof the faculty senateat the fringe benefit committee, reported on medical insurancebids the committee is receiving.
United Pacific, S.U.s previous medical
insurance company, had not kept very
good records according to Hulburt. The
records submitted to the bidders reflected
the problem. Some of the companies were
so suspicious of the specs that they would
not bid.
S.U. is now insured by Northwestern,
who keepsgood records,Hulburt said.But
for the past two years S.U. has had very
heavy losses. Twoyearsago, 97 percentof
the premiums were returned, making S.U.
ahighrisk organization to insure, Hulburt
said.

Hulburt asked the

senators to recom-

mend at the next meeting insurance companies the recordsshould be sent to so the

companies canbid.
The senate elected two members to the
rank and tenure committee. Brad Scharf
was elected for a four year term as representative from the college of arts and sciences. Jean Bushman, from the school of
nursing, waselected for a three year term.
Shewill replace Janet Claypool whohad to
step down to become the interimdean of

the nursingdepartment.
Hogan asked the senators to consider
creating subcommittees and to think of
topics needing to be addressed through
these subcommittees. "Also think if it
might be appropriate," Hogan said, "to
reach out and bring people into that sub-

:ommitteeprocess that are outside of the
r

aculty senate."
The consulting clause regulates the
amount of time a faculty member can
spend consulting. The restrictions are in
place to ensure faculty the time for class
preparations and student advising.

Hawaiian
Club
by AngieBabcock

TheHuiO'Nani Club,otherwiseknown
as the Hawaiian Club, has been a part of
the Seattle University community for the
past 15 years, said Billy Prasch S.J., adviser.
Theclubprovides social outings forHawaiian students andgives them a chance to
meet others, saidMike Conboy, senior biology/ultrasound major and Hawaiian
Club president.
"It's a very enjoyable club to be in. It
keeps you busy and gives you an opportunity to visit places," said Jacob Ha, freshman mechanical engineeringmajor.
One of the club's first activities was a
picnic in the Islands held before school
started. Conboy said this event gave new
and returning students achance to meet.
Michelle Bissen, freshman elementary education major, said she thought the picnic
"was worthwhile because we got to meet
the other students that wouldbe comingup
to S.U. and it gave us an idea of what our
first quarter wouldbelike."
One of the activities held this year was
an ice-skatingandpizza party,in which the
entire ice-skatingrinkand pizzaparlorhad
to berented out becauseof the club's large
membership, said Conboy.
Asone of the largest club organizations
on campus, containing over 80 members,
they are looking forward to a possible trip
to Leavenworth,Wash. Theannual ski trip
in winter and theHawaiian Luau in spring
arepopular club events.

SEMESTER

DoniFlounder Around
Attend RIGOSCPA Review

H/xperienced teachers and proven

materials will show you how to
pass the May "86 exam. All
classes are 1009; LIVE (no tapes).
Ninety-five of our former students
passed the May "85 exam. Our
students received the number 1
score in Oregon on the May '85
exam and November '84 exam and
the number 2 grade in Washington
on the November'84 exam. On
the May '85 exam four students
received AICPA Sells awards given
to the top 120 grades out of 75.000
candidates. Attend the first two
classes free to see how our 48
class/24 week program can work
tor you.

Classes begin November 23-25
in Seattle, Bellevue,and Tacoma.

Pj/^/^C Enr°H today!

iXIvJV/J Call(206)624-0716
PROGRAMS.LID

for a complete
schedule.

IS YOUR CAMPUS
Study around the world,visitingJapan, Korea,Taiwan,HongKong,SriLanka,
India,Egypt,Turkey,Greece and Spain.Our 100 day voyages sail in January and
September offering 12-15 transferable hours of credit from more than 50 voyagerelated courses.
The S.S. UNIVERSEisa 500 passenger American-built ocean liner,registered in
Liberia. Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed.

For details call toll-free (800) 854-0195
or write:
Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education
University of Pittsburgh, 2E Forbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
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Office Hours 9 a.m. 5 p.m.

Mon.-Fri.

S.U. HUNGER AWARENESS/FOOD DRIVE MONTH.
The Food Driveis inprogress. Drop off boxes forfood items are located aroundcampus.
TheFood Drive is in progress. Drop off boxes for food items are located around campus.
This week'sactivities include :

- -

Wed Nov 20 ~ Oxfam fast begins
Contribute food savings
ray r V 911 _,
?o
M
~r
Dinner/Prayer Service
Tnu Nov 21 Bread &

Sun. Nov. 17 Mass for Hunger

_

Campion Chapel 8
—
Mon.Nov. 18 World

p.m.
Hunger Banquet
$2.00 Chieftain 5.30 p.m.
(Signupsbegin Nov. 12 )

- -

*eak *?

—

Council ofclubs workshop
TODAY 3.00 p.m.-5 p.m.
Library Auditorium
This is a mandatory meeting for all the clubs.

—

COMMITTEES:
Senior Class Helpplan graduationevents.
Deadline is Nov. 15 ( Juniorsand Senior may apply)
Speakers Bringspeakers on campus to address
current issues of concern.
Deadline is on Nov. 20.
Students interestedin workingon eitherof these
committees, pleasesignup in the ASSU office.

ASSU ELECTIONS
Today Nov. 14
Bookstore and ChieftainLobby 10a.m.-3 p.m.
Library 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Choose who YOU want working for student
concerns on the ASSU Senate and Judicial Board.
VOTE TODAY!!!!

—

9Ksmammmm^mm"~"—«""■■-———■■■■■■-■
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TUES

MON
Nov. 18
Worldl Hunger

Massfor Hunger
CamPionB,m.
i
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Nov- 15

Nov- 16

ELECTIONS
Council of club
workshop3 p.m.
Library

FINALLY
FRIDAY Tabard
5-8 p.m.

Men's Alumni
Basketball Game
7.30p.m.

WED
Oxfam Fast begins

(startsNov. 13)

pm

i.

Nov- 14

Nov. 20

Nov.19
Last Day! Fine
ArtsDrama

g^-j.

i

SAT

FR j

THURS
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Ladies get your dream date now—
the TOLO is only a week a way !!!!!!
Fri. Nov. 22 9 p.m.-1a.m.
Campion Ballroom Live Band
$3.00 single, $5.00 couple.

<»«->"—

*?. ?°

-

pm

Celebrate the start of the weekend . . .
FINALLY FRIDAY!!!!
Tomorrow Nov. 155 p.m. 8 p.m. Tabard $3.00
/ D Required.
Entertainment

.

Nov. 17

s

Upper Chieftain Lounge.

Gotta Gr/pe?
Come to the Senate forum TONIGHT
6 p.m. Student UnionBuilding Conference Room.
Fr. Sullivan and Vice President for Student Life,
Dr. Jeremy Stringer, will respond to questions and
comments from the "Gotta Gripe" campus
surveys.
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TabardMovie
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Seattle University Sports
"""
:
Trap
target
on
scores
new
start
hoopsters
Men
season, hit the road early
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by MarcusReese

Trap is a game in which shotgun shooters attempt to break four inch clay targets
hurled away from the shooters. A game
consists of 25 shots.
Match scores for Nov. 7
Match 3
Match 2
Match 1
Don Hewitt 19
Andrew Tadie 23
DanBorchers 18
Kjell Lester 18
Dean Cass
22
David Snodgrass 17
19
Chuck Reed 13
Snodgrass
David
Chuck Reed 16
Simone Smith 10
DeanCass
14
DonHewitt 18
MikeSwayne 8
Kjell Lester 8
SimoneSmith 2

pulling down 10 rebounds a game. Krystkowiak isa twotime Big Sky Conference

The Seattle University Chieftains will
openpre-seasonagainst S.U. AlumniNov.
16.
RonNewton,assistant men's coach, is putting together quite a menu for action hungry Chieftain basketball fans by coaching

the alumni.

The main course will be Ail-American
Eugene McClanahan, considered to be,
pound for pound, one of S.U.'s strongest
alumni players. James Gore and Mark
Simmonds, who both ended their S.U.
basketball careers last season, willadd the
spices.
Newton's alumni team also includs
Keith Harold, Greg Williams and Bill
Jones. Rounding out the team are Mike
Simmons and Carl Ervin, hero of last
year's alumnigame. Foodwillbe collected
at the game for the campus food drive.
In the wake of the alumni game, the

Chieftains willhitthe trail fora three game
road trip. The first stop is Eastern Washington University Nov. 22.
The Eagles, coached by Joe Falda, pre-

MVP. He has played on a national select
team and received a tryout for the 1984
Olympic team.
McBride is a6' 10 ", 250 pound forward
and center. Last season he averaged 10
points per game on 59 percent shooting.
He also snared 6 rebounds per game.
"Offensively we have a strong inside
game. Defensively we go man to man and
zone," said Montgomery. Last season the
Grizzlies were 22-8, finishing second in
the Big Sky Conference. They played in
the NationalInvitational Tournament.

The Cheiftains end their road trip at the
University of Idaho against BillTrumbo's
Vandals. Top Vandal players are Tom Stalick, Ulf Spears and Ken Locket.
Stalick is a 6' 8", 222 pound forward
who averaged 6.4 points and6.7 rebounds
per game last season.
Displaying versatility he averaged 9.9
pointsper game last season.

Locket is also a versitile player. Last
season as a guard/forward Lockett averaged 10 points and 3.2 rebonds per game.
Following their early season road swing
the Chieftains willhit the boards for their
home opener with Simon Fraser University. The game is scheduled for 2 p.m.,
Nov.30 at Connolly Center.

"We are very aggressive on defense,"
said Falda, "and we like to fast break."
From Eastern, the Chieftains travel to
the University of Montanaon Nov.23 The

The Klansmen are in a rebuilding year.
Bob Hieltjes is the only returning starter.
The 6'5 ", 190 pound forward averaged20
points and 9 rebounds per game last year.
"Bob can shoot well both inside and outside," said StanStewardson, S.F.U. coach.

.

Krystkowiak is a 6' 9", 247 pound forward. He averaged 21points per game on
52 percent shooting last season, as well as

"We have 10 first yearplayers," saidStewardson. "We get up and down the floor

very well. We'll be looking to fast break
every time." "It (S.U.) will probably be a
highscoring game," added Stewardson.

Match 5

Everett Young 18

David Snodgrass 13
Kjell Lester 13

'

k

Men booters drop final
game to P.LU. 6-1
by Thertsak Sae Tun>>
The Seattle University men's soccer

Spears plays both guard and forward.

mier Roosevelt Brown and John Randa.
Brown, 6' 6 ", 215 pounds,plays small forward. Last season Brown averaged 12
points and 4rebounds pergame. Randa, 6'
8", 240 pounds, plays power forward and
center. Last seasonhe averaged 10 points
and 8 rebounds per game. "He is an excellant rebounder," said Falda.

Grizzlies are coached by Mike Montgomery. Montana, anNCAA member, should
be a good test for the Chieftains. Grizzly
leaders include Larry Krystowiak and
LarryMcBride.

Match 4
Andrew Tadie 23
Don Hewitt 19
KjellLester 17
Chuck Reed 15
Dan Borchers 13

team capped their season with aloss to Pa-

cific Lutheran University, 6-1. The loss
brought the team'srecord to 2-16.
Only 11 team members showed up
against P.L.U. CoachPat Raney wasdisappointed by the turnout. Raney said, "If
moreguys showed up, we wouldhave had
a chance. They (P.L.U.) only beat us 1-0

before. They are not muchbetter than we
are." Rob Natoli, a freshman, scored the

only S.U. goal.

are Read and junior goalkeeper John Matusak. This season Read wasa team leader
in goals attempted.In 18 games Read tried
37 shots, averaging 2 shots per game. Matusak had a great season with205 savesin
17games, anaverageof 12 saves pergame.
He had 20 saves against the University of
Portland on Oct. 5.
For the Most Improved Player, Raney
mentioned Mitchell, Brian Henn, John
Sachs and Natoli.
Some interesting facts about the team
are: both victories were shutouts and the
team was shutout in 8 of their 16 losses.

ton, 6-0.

The team had a 12 game losing streak and
their biggest loss came at thehands of SeattlePacific University,9-0.
Looking forward to next season,Collin
Mitchell and John Matusak will beco-captains. Eighteen to 19 returning players are

Despite a poor record the teamhad some
interesting statistics. Blythe Hirst led the
team with 6 goals. Luis Vaca had 4, Bill
Read, 3. Sophomore Collin Mitchell led
the team with 3 assists.
The candidates for Most Valuable Player

expected as well as some fresh talent.
Raney summed up the season as "frustrating." This was Raney's worst season.
"I have never lost so many ball games. I
have never had so many people injured,"
said Raney.

Nov. 2, the Chieftains went to Bellinghamhoping to conquer Western WashingtonUniversity butcame back witha 6- 1
loss.Oct. 30, the team was whippedby the
leaguechampions, University of Washing-

S.U. sits in apathy, not bleachers
by Tim Huber

why didthe idea even develop that players
could skip a game, throw away their com-

What is wrong with Seattle University
sports? When Iheard only 11 members of
the S.U.men's soccer team showed up for
the final game of the seasonIwas shocked.

mitment?

As a former participant in team sports I
cannot imagine abandoning my teammates. Failing to show up for a game goes
against everythinginvolved in team sports.

ers contracted it from the studentsof Seattle University.
The fall sports, volleyball and men and
women's soccer, are not wellattended. The
apathetic attitude of the students rubbed
off on the players of the men's team. The
poor season is not the culprit, you the fan
are thereason behind playerapathy.

Coaches preach commitment, sportsmanship and fair play.

It would be easy to dismiss the absence
of part of the men's soccer team. Hey,before their last game the team had lost 15
games. They had apoor season. The players had a right to be disappointed and discouraged. They didnot, however, have the
right to miss a game. More importantly.

The players developed an apathetic state
of mind. Apathy is contagious. The play-

For several months now, the S.U. basketball teams have been preparingto represent SeattleUniversity,preparing to represent you. They have been sweating,
running, grimacing, practicing, just as the

soccer and volleyballplayers did, to produce quality teams that will represent S.U.
Do not let their efforts go to waste.
The problem of apathy, especially in the
world of sports, is difficult to combat.
Fans say, "Produce a winnerand we'll support them." Is a team obligated to win sev-

eral games without any

support to prove

they deserveit? College athletics is based
heavily on emotion. Without fan support
the emotion so vital to college athletics is
drained. No team can produce a winner
without the support of the fans.
The fall sports did not have the support

of the student population. The winter
sports programs have been working for
months, working to represent S.U. They
are your teams. Are you their fans?

Seattle University Sports
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S.U. Intramurals: Results/Standings
Football
Results

volleyball
Standings

Oran8e

Blue

0-5

Black
StaffInfection 4-0
Snails
3_i
Suicidal T's 3-1
Digital Death 2-2
Commuters 2-2
Septini Tanks 1-3
Schlappys 1-3
Anti-Schlappies 0-4

Outdoors

Red
Moonlighters 6, Double Vision0
Hoochers 6, Xavier Hollanders 0
Deaf Power 6,Moonlighters 0

Red

Copenhagen

Blue
MelonHeads 3-1
Nookie Squads 3-2
Pinheads
3-2

69ers 20, Reivax 13
Gumby 7,Seattle Sailors 0
Stimulators 8, Sushi Eaters 6
Bulldogs def.ABS

Samoa
3-1
Weenies
3-1
Bacteria 3-2
Nooks
2-2
Tigers
2-2
PisoIslanders 1-3
Second Wind 1-4

Good, Bad, Ugly 3-2

Red
4-0
Hoochers
Xavier Hollanders 4-1
DeafPower
2-3
Moonlighters 2-3
Double Vision 0-5

B1UC

3-1
Terminators 3-1
Manini Vice 3-1
Smacky'sSlammers3-l
What's Our Name? 2-2
Les Estudiantes 1-3
American Flyer 1-3
69e,s
0-4
JV's

Pinheads def. Copenhagen
Melon Heads'8, Good, Bad, Ugly 7
Good, Bad,Ugly 13, CopenhagenOPinheads def. Nookie Squad 25 -25 OT
„ j.1—

—II

FOOtball

Standings
i

6-0
MiamiMice
Epileptic Hyp's. 5-1
FU

y ?'*

Jerrys Kids

Orange

\l
4-2

4-0
4.0
Bulldogs 3-1
Stimulators 3-1
Rdvax
Sushi Eaters 1-3
Sailors Q^
_

69ers

Gumb

Exclaimation Point 3-3
3-3
Spikers
3-3
Ranchers
Thumpers
1-5
Student Bod!es 1-5
1-5
Generics

G^

|

I
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ABS

An artificial river, complete with fish,

was set up

If You Haven't been to
Seattle Suntan
You haven't had Seattle's
Best Tan!

f

FRESHMEN & SOPHOMORES

$

LOOKING

" At least 5 sources GUARANTEED

$

*

£

4038-B 128th Ave. S.E. Ste. 181 Belleuve, WA 98006
Academic Financial Research Services

$

$

$

$
Ct

ct
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ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced Back .;

% LOVING DAY CARE PERSON needed

I Monday-Thursdayafternoon in Madrona.
'! S5 00 per hr. Own transportation- Non
1

and l£>n- ,■
9round:Cambridge University
Private tutor-

I; Smoker.Call 322-1863afternoon and eve-

don School of Economics.
ins to meet individual needs. Emphasis: 7

■J

etc. 782-9022.

"i n jnq

V

$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for remail
■ling letters from home! Send self-adI1 dressed stampedenvelope for information/application. Associates, Box 95-B,
■I Roselle.NJ 07203.

','"

Encyclopedia Britannica and year book
-

excellentcondition. S200 firm . . . 9324633 1958 Editions
H.E. Bill Hathaway
|4001 41st Ave. S.W.
Seattle, WA 98116
$16,040JOBS
GOVERNMENT
$59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Call 805-6876000, Ext. R-6111 for current federallist.
VOLUNTEER VICTIM ADVOCATE POSITIONS AVAILABLEwith the King Co. Prosecutor's Victim Assistance Unit, either
I Criminal Division or Juvenile Section.
!■ Learn about the criminal justice system

"\\

Ij p^S^ri^SSerS
I-

for last weeks outdoor show.

Q4

UNCLAIMED from Corps, in 84
$"$3 billion
" Send
for FREE application

$
$

in the TacomaDome

jeff robertsonh-hespectator

with office experience, good communi;l cation skills, ability to make a time com■ mitment.CRIMINAL DIVISION; Ralyn, 583;■I4441
JUVENILE SECTION- Deborah 343j! 2625.

diction, writing, readingcomprehension, ,i

\\/

;,
"'ence. Friendly/fast service/students ■;
rates.Help with editing. Campus pick up .;
Deliverly. Call Lynda 547-9709
;.

Paper needs to be typed? 14years expe-

- ,?-

.'\

"
TVPIST NEAR CAMPU StudentS' USi
'
3apizat,on,
umes
office
or
'
ness leSal
"
etc- Sense of K
humor' some 3eniuS 325 ['
3081
;l
AFTER-SCHOOL daycare needed. Mini- !|
mum 2 days. CapitolHill area,Tues-Thurs. ;■
$8 a day. Need to supervise homework. j|
■;
323-7433. Ref. please.

f

-

ROOMATE WANTED Male or Female to
share a 3 bedroom apartment 2 blocks
from Campion Towers. $132.00 per
month Plus utilltiesand 1/3 share dean"
ing deposit. Contact Mary or Allison, eve"
nin3 s 467 6884

"For S.U. Students Only!"
Show your student I.D. Card
Receive two free sessions
with a purchase of any package!
Please bring ad

[\
>\

.;
"'.
;,
■!

jj

Seattle University Child Development Center s enrollin3 children j
a3es 2 to 6 for fuH or Part time care !|
Open 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri. ;,
Students and staff receive a discount. ■!
Call 626-5394.

'

-

Across From LhCK*

1\

BROADWAY AKCADF

I

2NDMOOR

—

323-2233
FREEPARKING

112 BROADWAY AVE.E

■
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Blast from the past

Looking Ahead
today,

There will be an organizational meeting
for all leaders of clubs and organizations
3 -5 p.min the Lemieuxlibrary auditorium.
All club leaders and advisers are to attend.
NOVEMBER 14,15,16. 1819
Brendan Behan's The Hostage," the fall
drama division production, will be presented at 8 p.m. in Pigott auditorium. Admission is $4 general, $3 for students and seniors. NOV 17 2:30 p.m.

15
Juniors or seniors interested in working on
senior graduation events should sign up in
theASSU office beforeNov. 15.

16
Men's basketball, Seattle U. vs. Alumni,
7:30 p.m. at Connolly Center.
Dance at Tabard 9:30 p.m. -1 a.m. Clay
Alien and Melting Fish. Live music and
dancing. Everyone is invited.

18
The drop/add periodopens Nov. 18.

20
Any students interested in bringing guest
speakerson campus toaddress important issues are invited to apply for the Speakers
Committee. Apply in the ASSUoffice before
Nov.20.
BfIBBBOOOOOOOOOOBOOOPPPOPPPPPpPP

There will be a Learning Center seminar at
noonin Pigott 455.Discussion will centeron

maximizing the higher education experience.

James Royce, S.J., director of alcohol studies, will talk to the Psychology Club about
psychology and alcohol.
There will be a meetingof the Marksmanship Club at noonin Marian 144.

21
The Marksmanship Club will have its
shotgun, rifle and pistol shooting at the
range. Vans willleave Xavierat 2:15 p.m.

EARN A PART-TIME
INCOME PLUS

$5,040 FOR COLLEGE.
Qualify to train in oneof several interesting skillsavailable
in a nearby ArmyReserve unit, and you'll earna goodpart-time
salary, plus receiving up to $5,040 for college that won't cost
you one penny.
You'll serveone weekend a month (usually) plus two weeks
annual training and earn over $1,225 a year to start.
Youcan begin to earn your college fund after just six
months in the Army Reserve. Ask your local Reserverecruiter for
all thedetailsabout the New G.I. Bill college money opportunity. Stop by or call:

etc.
All nursing students should check the preregistration instructions at the nursing building. Details can also be foundin the fall issue
of the student newsletter. Copies are available at the faculty secretary's office.
The Seattle University Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet every Monday
night from 6:45 -8 p.m. in Liberal Arts 307.
All interested S.U. students are invited.
The Pre-legal Society will b* meeting
every Wednesday 12:30 lp.m in Liberal
Arts 307.Everyone is welcome.
The last day applications will be accepted
for graduation in fall quarter is Friday, Dec.
6.
The degree application deadline for June
1986 is Feb. 3. The graduation fee ($45 for
bachelor's and $65 for master's| is payable in
theController'soffice where a receipt will be
issued. Bring the receipt to the Registrar's
office to obtain and complete graduation
forms.
_P_P_B_P_9_P_P_Q_Q_.P..P

P Q.o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0

Staff Servant Hall 621■ 1577

ARMY RESERVE.

BEALLYOUCANBE.

